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4 Technical Data 

4.1 SEVEN with PROFIBUS DP interface 

Electrical connection / Fieldbus connection 
Supply voltage 
 
 
Tolerances 

1-ph AC  110 - 115 V 
1-ph AC  220 - 230 V 
3-ph AC  190 - 200 V 
3-ph AC  380 - 460 V 
Permissible voltage tolerances: -10 %/+15 % 

Frequency range:   40 – 70 Hz 

Automatic phase sequence 
correction 

The direction of rotation of the output shaft is independent of the phase sequence  

Optional external power supply of 
the electronics 

24 V DC ± 25 %  (protected against polarity reversal) 
 
Current consumption of the electronics: 
PROFIBUS 1 channel: max. 160 mA;  
PROFIBUS 2 channel: max. 180 mA 

Voltage output 24 V DC, max. 125 mA (floating and protected against polarity reversal) 

Electrical connection with 
PROFIBUS DP interface 

Round plug connector with 50-pin screw connections. 
PROFIBUS connection on integrated bus termination board with switchable bus termination 
resistors. 
Max. lead cross section - PROFIBUS: 1.5 mm² 
 - analog / binary signals: 2.5 mm² 
 - mains: 6 mm² 

RS 485-interface EIA-485 (RS 485) 
  details see “Communication parameters of the PROFIBUS DP interface” 

Fiber optic interface 
(option) 

Fiber optic interface for the realization of star, line and ring structures. 
  details see “Communication parameters of the PROFIBUS DP interface” 

Overvoltage protection 
(option) 

Protection of the electronics and motor against over voltage up to 6 kV on the bus terminals, 
at a guaranteed PROFIBUS communication up to baud rate 1.5 MBits/s 

Inputs, outputs / other features 
Control Control and feedback signal via PROFIBUS     details see “Parameterizing of PROFIBUS” 
analog / binary inputs  ECOTRON 

- 3 binary 24/48 V DC inputs  
   (OPEN, CLOSE, STOP) 
 
 
 
 
Status transmission possible via PROFIBUS. 

 PROFITRON/HiMod 
- 5 binary 24/48 V DC inputs  
  (OPEN, CLOSE, STOP, EMERGENCY, 
    Mode) 
- 1 analog 0/4..20 mA input AI1 for 
   e.g. positioner (option at PROFITRON) 
- 1 analog 0/4..20 mA input AI2 (option) 
Status transmission possible via PROFIBUS. 

analog / binary outputs - 5 binary outputs (programmable) 
- 1 analog output AO1 
   for actual position value 

- 8 binary outputs (programmable) 
- 1 analog  0/4..20 mA output AO1  
- 1 analog  0/4..20 mA output AO2 (option) 

Galvanic separation  - Binary inputs and outputs 
- analog inputs and outputs 

PROFIBUS redundancy 
(option) 

Hardware (separate ASICs and DC/DC-converters) 

Local controls Standard: 
- Drive Controller (option: lockable) 
- 2 indication lights for LOCAL (yellow) and REMOTE (blue) 
- Indication lights for CLOSE (yellow) and OPEN (green): run and end position indication  
- 2 indication lights (green and red) for status and fault signals (ECOTRON only) 
- Plain text status display on color graphics display (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 
- USB interface (ECOTRON: internally on control PCB; 
                           PROFITRON/HiMod: externally at the electronics housing) 
- Bluetooth interface for parameterizing and controlling (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 

Remote control Control by remote depending on the parameter setting of  “Control mode“ and “Alternative 
control mode “: 
- Conventional interface (24/48 V binary or 0/4-20 mA analog) 
- Fieldbus interface 
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Parameters / functions actuator 
Parameter settings - via PROFIBUS 

- menu based, via illuminated color graphics display with plain text display (operation with 
  password-protection via Drive Controller of the local controls) (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 
- menu based, via illuminated LC display (ECOTRON only) 
- via the programming software COM-SIPOS 

Language settings 
(PROFITRON/HiMod only) 

CS, DA, DE, EL, EN, ES, FI, FR, IT, NL, NO, PL, PT, RU, SV, TR, ZH  
→ other languages on request 

Output speed / positioning time 
settings 

- in 7 steps adjustable within the selected speed range (only ECOTRON) 
- continuous setting within the selected speed range (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 
  Different settings possible for OPEN, CLOSE, EM. OP and EM. CL  

Soft start Constant torque with reduced speed in to and out of the end positions: 
- no overtorque  
- Starting current < rated current 

Positioner 
(option PROFITRON only) 
 
 (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 

Adaptive three-step controller 
Setpoint via PROFIBUS or analog 0/4..20 mA signal, (rising/falling slope) 
Adjustable automatic adaptation of the dead band based on the quality of the setpoint and 
feedback signals. Speed reduction before reaching the setpoint 

Process controller  
(option) (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 

Setpoint via analog input  AI1 or AI2 (0/4 … 20 mA), via PROFIBUS or fixed setpoint  
Actual process value via analog input AI2 or AI1 (0/4 ... 20 mA)  

Programmable travel dependent 
output speed 
(option) (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 

Travel dependent speed setting via up to 10 interpolation points (value pairs): 
   travel [% OPEN] in 1 % steps – speed [rpm]  

External output speed setting 
(option) (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 

Speed setpoint via PROFIBUS or analog 0/4 ... 20 mA signal 

Travel dependent freely adjustable 
positioning times  
(option) (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 

The positioning times between up to 10 intermediate positions can be programmed 
independently: travel 0....100 [% OPEN], positioning time 0 ... 60000 [sec] 
For EMERGENCY operation via positioning time curve possible with adjustable factor. 

Torque-curve recording 
from the valve  
 (not for 2SG7 and 2SQ7) 
 (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 

Recording of up to 3 torque reference curves for pre-emptive valve monitoring: 
sampling rate in 1 % travel increments; can be saved and downloaded. 
The recorded values are reference values and can deviate from the absolute values especially in 
the end positions and when changing output speeds. 

Retry torque block 
 (only PROFITRON/HiMod) 

Automatic retry to get over torque block (max. 5 x programmable) 

Diagnostics 

Diagnosis data - switching cycles/hour 
- number of switching cycles / travel dependent and torque dependent cut-offs  
- relative operating time 
- operating hours of electronics unit and motor 

Maintenance limits /maintenance 
intervals (regarding valve) 
 (only PROFITRON/HiMod) 

- switching cycles 
- torque dependent cut-offs 
- motor operating hours 

Fault memory former five faults are displayed  
Electronic rating-plate  - manufacturer 

- ordering no. 
- Serial number 
- original Serial number 
- tag number actuator 

Monitoring and safety functions internal diagnosis: 
- runtime 
- motor protection 
- travel sensor 
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Settings / Parameterizing of PROFIBUS DP interface 
Supported 
PROFIBUS DP-services 
(standard) 

DP-V0: cyclic data exchange, fail-safe mode 
DP-V1: Access to all commissioning parameters, observing and diagnosis data with acyclic  
 and cyclic read/write services. 
DP-V2:  Time stamp acc. to PNO 2.192, 
 redundancy acc. to PNO 2.212 

Baudrate recognition automatic 

Process-representation output 
(command signals) 
 

Master → Slave 

- OPEN 
- CLOSE 
- EMERGENCY (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 
- setpoint for position, process or output speed (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 
- fault signal reset 
- maintenance acknowledge 

Process-representation input 
(feedback)  
 

Slave → Master 

e.g. - actual position value (0.01 % steps) 
 - ready + remote 
 - actuator in end position ”OPEN“/“CLOSE“ 
 - Intermediate contact ”OPEN“/“CLOSE“ active 
 - running indication ”OPEN“/“CLOSE“ 
 - output speed/positioning time 
 - end position OK 
 - hand wheel/crank operated 
 - local active 
 - remote active 
 - command “EMERGENCY“ active  
 - motor temperature warning (not for 2SG7) 
 - motor temperature (not for 2SG7) 
 - electronics temperature (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 
 - maintenance necessary 
 - diagnosis data (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 
 - maintenance limits (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 
 - PROFIBUS channel 1 or 2 is active channel 
 - PROFIBUS channel 1 or 2 is present 
 - etc. 

Process-representation input 
(fault signals)  
 

Slave → Master 

e.g. - sum fault signal 
 - not ready 
 - end positions not OK 
 - main supply voltage fault 
 - high voltage 
 - low voltage 
 - internal voltage faulty 
 - moved too far 
 - travel sensor signal fault 
 - setpoint input  I > 21 mA or I < 3.6 mA (live zero) (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 
 - blocked in move 
 - positioning time too high (runtime) 
 - motor temperature too high 
 - etc. 

Behaviour in case of 
communication breakdown 

the reaction of the actuator is programmable: 
- keep position 
- move to EMERGENCY position (PROFITRON/HiMod only) 
- keep actual process value (PROFITRON/HiMod with process controller only) 
- move to fixed setpoint (PROFITRON/HiMod with process controller only) 
- execute last command 

PTO certificate No. Z01420 / Z01421 (1 / 2 channel) 

Ambient conditions 
Ambient temperature -20 °C to +60 °C 

Enclosure protection according to 
EN 60529 

standard: IP 68 

Vibration resistance  acceleration frequency range duration 

Germanischer Lloyd 0.7   g 5 ... 200 Hz , in the 
resonance frequencies 

min. 1.5 h  
in 3 directions 

EN 60068-2-6 2      g 5 ... 500 Hz 
1 octave/min 

20 sweeps 
(10 cycles) 
in 3 directions 

Loads according to EN 60068-2-6 up to 5 g for separate mounting of electronics and gear unit on 
request.  
The actuators can withstand a continuous load caused by plant-generated vibrations within a 
frequency range of 5 … 200 Hz at up to 0.5 g. 
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4.2 General data of the PROFIBUS DP interface 

 Connection via copper cable – 1 and 2 channel (redundant) 

Communication log PROFIBUS DP according to EN 50170-2, DIN 19245 

Network topology Line (BUS) structure. Tree structures can also be realized. 
Coupling and uncoupling of stations during operation without affecting other stations is possible. 

Transmission medium twisted, screened 2-wire copper cable according to EN 50170 

Interface EIA-485 (RS 485) 

Transmission speed / 

Cable length 

Baudrate (kbit/s) 
 

 9.6 
 19.2 
 45.45 
 93.75 
 187.5 
 500 
 1,500 

max. cable length 
without repeater 

 1,200 m 
 1,200 m 
 1,200 m 
 1,200 m 
 1,000 m 
 400 m 
 200 m 

max. cable length 
with repeater 

 approx. 10 km 
 approx. 10 km 
 approx. 10 km 
 approx. 10 km 
 approx. 10 km 
 approx. 4 km 
 approx. 2 km 

Station types - DP-Master class 1, e.g. central controllers such as PLC, PC, 
- DP-Master class 2, e.g. programming / configuration tools 
- DP-Slave, e.g. SEVEN actuators, devices with binary and/or analog  
   inputs/outputs, sensors. 

Number of stations 32 stations without repeater; with repeaters expandable up to 126 stations 

Bus access Token-passing between the masters and polling for slaves. 
Mono-master or multi-master systems are possible. 

 Connection via fiber optics (FO)  

Fiber optic interface for the realization of star, line and ring structures. 

 Details see supplement to operation instructions: 

 „Fieldbus connection with fiber optics (FO) in line/star topology“ Y070.134/EN, 

 „PROFIBUS DP with fiber optics (FO) in loop topology“ Y070.051/EN. 

 
 


